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HELD BED PROCESS FOR TRANSFER FROM FLOOR TO OR 
If a patient is transferred to the OR and the plan is to return the patient to their current bed, 
admitting will follow the Transfer Process for Held Bed  to indicate that the patient’s bed is 
being held.  If a change in bed assignment is made, please follow the Reassigning a Held Bed 
process at the end. 

Transfer Process for Held Bed 

1. Locate patient on the Bedboard or Patient List  

2. Add a transfer request. (Bed Management or CCTC clerk) 

3. Click on the patient on the Transfer List. (Bed Management only) 

4. Drag the patient to the assigned Prep or OR location. 

5. Place a check mark in the box beside the question Patient will return to current 
location? 

6.  Click on OK. 

 

7. Highlight the patient with an assigned location on the Transfer List.  

8. Click on the Powerchart icon to launch Powerchart. 

9. Transfer the patient to the correct Periop location.  

10. Close PowerChart. 

Important A Discharge Clean is NO LONGER  generated in this workflow. 

11. Locate the patient in Capacity Management in the Surgical Care area the patient was 
just transferred to.   

12. Click on the patient.  

13. Click on the Transfer icon. 

14. Select Return Patient To Held Location.  
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15. The Transfer Patient window opens, click OK.  

16. This will put the patient back on the Transfer List with a Destination matching the held 
location. 

  

OR staff will use the Periop Patient Transfer to transfer the patient from the prep 
location to the OR and back to PACU. 

Important The current location of the patient will not update on the Transfer List, 
but will update on the Patient List and Bedboard. 

17. Once the patient returns to the floor, the receiving unit will transfer the patient by 
accessing PowerChart and completing a standard Transfer Encounter in PM 
Conversation. 

Important  If there is a change in the patient’s post-op bed assignment, Bed 
Management must be notified before the patient is transferred to the 
floor so they can reassign the patient and release the hold.     

                            If staff transfers the patient to a different bed without notifying Bed 
Management, the bed will continue to be held for the patient.                                                                     

Reassigning a Held Bed 

If there is a change to a patient’s post-op bed assignment it is important to reassign the patient 
to a new bed.  

 

Important  If a patient needs to be transferred to a bed which is held for another patient, 
you MUST either: 

I. Ensure that the patient has a Transfer request on the Transfer List 
before you transfer them to the Held bed.  (This will prevent the 
creation of ‘ghost’ patients). 

II. Or reassign the held patient first. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

1. Ensure all patients involved in the change have a Transfer Request on the Transfer List. 

2. Highlight the patient with the Held Bed on the Transfer List. 

3. Drag and drop the patient to the new assignment location on the Bedboard. 
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4. A new window will appear with 4 options. 

 

5. Select Release Hold. 

6. You will be prompted with the Assign patient window; click OK. 

7. What you will see: 

a. The patient will now appear on the Transfer List with no Held Location and the 
Destination will be the newly assigned location. 

b. The orange held bed status on the bedboard and patient list will be Dirty. 

c. A Discharge Clean of the dirty bed will be generated (broom on the bed, ESW to 
clean). 

d. Hash marks on the newly assigned bed. 

What happens if I pick a different option (not Release Hold)? 

 

Return to Held Location   The Modify Patient Attributes window will launch. Click OK. A 
Duplicate reservation window will open noting that the bed is 
already reserved for the same person. Click OK. No changes are 
made. NOTE: if you’ve previously done a Continue Assignment, 
this will return the patient to the Held Location as a Destination. 

Continue Assignment Will launch the Assign patient window. Click OK. On the Transfer 
List the Destination changes to the newly assigned location. The 
Held location remains in place. On the bedboard hash marks will 
appear on the newly assigned bed. 

Cancel Assignment 

 

The window with the four options disappears. No changes are 
made to the Transfer Request or bed status. 

 

 


